PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS

Product: Individual Serve Pizza Wedges
Individually Wrapped and Bulk Packed

Code Numbers:  BSTR100C (individually wrapped cheese pizza)
                BSTR100P (individually wrapped pepperoni pizza)
                BSTR125C (bulk packed cheese pizza)
                BSTR125P (bulk packed pepperoni pizza)

CONVECTION OVEN:

1. Preheat the convection oven to 350 degrees F with low fan setting.
2. Place frozen pizzas on 18” by 26” by ½” tray pans lined with parchment paper.
3. Heat for 13 to 16 minutes until the crust is thoroughly heated and cheese is browned. It may be necessary to rotate pans one half turn to prevent cheese from burning.
4. Probe the pizza to confirm that an internal temperature of 160 degrees F is reached. Heat further if required.

CONVENTIONAL OVEN:

1. Preheat the conventional oven to 400 degrees F.
2. Place frozen pizzas on 18” by 26” by ½” tray pans lined with parchment paper.
3. Heat for 16 to 18 minutes until the crust is thoroughly heated and cheese is browned. It may be necessary to rotate pans one half turn to prevent cheese from burning.
4. Probe the pizza to confirm that an internal temperature of 160 degrees F is reached. Heat further if required.

Due to variances in oven regulators and the number of pizzas placed in the oven, cooking times and temperatures may require an adjustment.

Refrigerate or discard any unused portions.